Well, someone asked me a few weeks ago if I had any thoughts on the current state of our world, related to my research on the mythologies and historic records. I can only speak from what has been my own experience and it is my own opinion, which might resonate with some of you, or might not.

To begin with, I have encountered during my research, that the ‘End Times’ has been expected & experienced many times in the past, throughout recorded history & until recent centuries & the Fear of the End of the World or Armageddon & the Second Coming are still being expected by many religions as we all know; and Infrared telescopes like Lucifer owned by the Vatican, scanning the skies for bodies invisible to the eye, including red & brown dwarfs stars.

I see present circumstances, behaviours and beliefs very similar to the past; as I have found to be written in historic records, religious sacred books and even in native knowledge kept by the elders around the world. It is amazing to me that even though many think that we are way ahead morally & technologically advanced, compared to many civilizations of the past, most of the inhabitants of the world are still ridden with guilt and the belief that natural catastrophes or man made suffering is a well deserved punishment by the gods as taught by the religions they believe in, or even by the world’s ‘karma’ or their own karma for those who believe the new age movement is not based on religion.

Most of you might remember the hype about the year 2000 & then 2012 with the Maya Calendar Ending & Prophecies’ linked to the New Age ‘Ascension’ and transformation of the Earth from 4th Density into 5th Density.
Similarly to the periods recorded in past history, when humans were experiencing natural catastrophes and saw the ‘signs’ in heaven (which were comets and other planetary, solar or galactic plasma formations), many messiahs, gurus & cults appeared, promising salvation and redemption (forgiveness of our ‘sins’ through the sacrifice of the messiah) from the suffering and from the pain being experienced during the calamities. The peoples were made to believe by religious dogmas, culture, or by Kings and rulers, that the calamities taking place were a direct result of their ingratitude, disobedience or the calamities were blamed on the enemy tribes of the rulers for angering the gods; and these beliefs convinced the people to partake in never ending wars, and contributed to create resentment between nations, gender and races. The dysfunctional patriarchal civilization we have endured for many millennia, has also caused unnecessary suffering between men and women as well as between men and men and basically everybody suffers, even the ruling classes.

Do to possibly the knowledge by some that a comet or some other planetary or galactic event was expected to cause violent cataclysms; as nature seems to go through constant cycles of destruction & renewal, which seems to be a natural process of duality, creation and recreation; as spoken by some Buddhist & Hindu ‘spiritual teachings’ as the concept of ‘impermanence’ and the concept of ‘maya’ or the illusion that world is ‘real’ referring to everlasting & unchanging. The belief or expectation that the world was coming to an end or that a new era would begin, as in the Age of Aquarius; the New Age movement began to spread in the last decades. Taking advantage of the good hearted and well intentioned naive spiritual minded & truth seekers, the movement took off and made lost of money to the new age industry. Many gurus from India & Buddhist teachers (of the Dragon linages) flocked to the western world including Hindu Paramahansa Yogananda (who portrayed himself as a Messiah, & said he was having visions or channeling Krishna, Jesus & Babaji not to mention being involved in many scandals
including impregnating young naive female followers, like many other male hypocritical teachers & gurus often have done). Alleged channellers of star beings like the Pleiadians, Galactic Federation, Arcturians, or people like Drunvalo & many many others, also appeared promising some type of salvation through the Ascension process. Amazingly enough some new age personalities like Greg Giles, who was allegedly channeling messages to the masses from the Galactic Federation and Ashtar Command, came out of the closet with a written testimony. He talks about gangstalking, mind control, V2K, radio waves and targeted individuals. He exposes their agenda and how they use the new age movement to control people and lead us astray and confused about what is really going on. Full article can be found under links.

I was involved in spiritual practices since my late teens & spent time meditating, practicing yoga and visited Ashrams in India & United States, and also listened to the information of many channellers, and new age proponents, and went down that rabbit hole & thought I was ‘preparing’ myself spiritually & physically as best as I could, in order to be able to make it though. And what happened is that the expected comet (Hale-Bopp?) changed its orbit and we did not experience massive catastrophes. Even Nassim Haramein spoke about how lucky we were to have been spared this time around. Of course, as many others, I was very disappointed at not having ascended and being stuck is this very dysfunctional planet :( A little more about the Hale Bopp story: Robert Harrington in 1985 had discovered that a large planetary body was on an orbital path approaching very close to Earth, sometime by 1997(?) Harrington was on an interview with Sitchin about his discovery, and Sitchin believed that it was Nibiru. But Sitchin believed that ancient Mesopotamian astronomers were referring to Nibiru as only being one planet home of the Anunnaki. And he mixed the planet Venus or some other moon or comet that approached during the Exodus (circa 3,600 years ago) called Nibiru by the Babylonian & later Chaldean astronomers with Hale-Bopp. But as I have explained in my book Mythos & Cosmogony, Nibiru referred to many planets that had ‘crossed’
or interacted electrically with Earth’s plasma tail, plasma sheath or current sheet the Earth travels along. Some of the planets called Nibiru were: Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, and Neptune or Saturn (as in the original version of the Enuma Elish were Marduk replaced the word Nibiru for Marduk). Anyway, back to Harrington, sadly he died suddenly & mysteriously & his lab burned down, therefore his information went unnoticed. Hmmm… There was also an accident where a group of astronomers discussing this matter tragically died, when the tram they were on fell. Years later, in 1996, remote viewer Cortney Brown, said in a radio interview he had photos taken by amateur astronomer Chuck Shramek of Hale-Bopp, that he gave to Art Bell. (There is controversy on the veracity of the photos, however, it is clear that we don’t ever hear the correct information coming from mainstream science regarding comets & the nature of the electric/plasma universe, among other things.) Hale-Bopp, a Great comet that has visited the inner solar system before, was visible for many years and its presence and electric interactions in the solar system probably caused the Sun to go quiet with no sun spots, after flaring as it interacted with it between 1996 & 1998, causing X-class flares and goemagnetic storms. Comet Neat also in the solar system in 2003, caused a massive X45 solar flare which in turn caused the Halloween solar storm, which disrupted communications, GPS and even military defence operations. However, 2012 came and left and there was no ‘mass ascension’ nor Earth moved into the 5th Dimension were we would all have ‘light body’ & would become telepathic.

Back to the present: Listening to the news going around in 2020, about a micro-nova expected to take place in the near future, or the looming threat of another big comet, like C/2017K2  Panstarrs, approaching between Mars & Jupiter by 2022 & possibly electrically disrupting the Sun or other planets’s orbits within the solar system, seems that the 2012 hype is repeating all over again. Just look at all the people with their redux of failed 2012 ascension scenarios, who continue to push them; some who portray themselves as
reincarnations of Tesla or Edgar Cayce. Some proposing that the Earth & humanity is on the front lines of a battle that has been raging between positive and negative extraterrestrial for hundreds of thousands of years. Presenting themselves as messiahs or special chosen people, whose religious teachings will ‘save’ their faithful followers when this battle commences.

In my opinion, it is the same technique that world religions have used since the beginning of our ‘civilization’ or recorded history, when all sides attempt to ‘gather souls’ or followers by means of fear, either imprinted in the subconscious mind of catastrophic & painful events remembered at a cellular or genetic level; or natural events being experienced by the masses. Combine the fear of natural catastrophes with the hype of fake alien invasions or pandemics caused by world militaries or looming civil or nuclear wars…

After reading many religious texts, I have come to comprehend many concepts used by the new age movement & religious texts like: ascension, Merkabah, the New Earth or New World to come, and that most of them have been totally misunderstood or distorted by the new age movement & supposed ‘occult’ teachings of many people since the 1800’s.

For example, we have been told by the money making new age movement machine, that ascension means the attainment of either a static state of bliss through the awakening of the Kundalini energy that lies dormant at the bottom of the spine through shakti-pat, & other spiritual practices including meditation, contemplation, yoga, breathing techniques, called pranayama, following diets like veganism, etc. According to some gurus through self denial, or sex magik like red tantra. According to other new age teachers, the achievement of ascension is by means of activating the Merkabah body, and their teachings ridden with fear, because some stated that if you did not know how to correctly activate your Merkabah (light body or vehicle) at the right time of ascension of Earth into 5D, you would be stuck in the old crappy 4D Earth. Or the fear of doing the wrong thing at the time of death, like following
the light tunnel…. Besides, the concept of ‘Merkabah or Merkavah’ as a light body, is a distortion of the Jewish ‘Tetragramatron’ & Merkabah mysteries which are based on secret astronomical & scientific knowledge of plasma physics & the electric universe. Ezekiel’s ‘vision’ of the cherubim/seraphim & wheels was the sighting of events related to phenomena related to Comets & plasma formations; also recorded few decades before, during Nabunaid’s reign the Mars events of 539 BC & 555 BC are recorded in the tablet portraying him with the moon, Mars & Venus (one shown as a wing disk) and Earth, showing he expected the return of the comet Marduk/Niniru. In 594/593 BC Ezekiel’s “vision of the Elohim” was the Sun being eclipsed by a Comet (or the planets Mars or Venus). Venus might have approached looking like a Comet before or after Mars, around 619 BC, as it did thereafter every 575 years.

Ezekiel was an astronomer (called prophets) who knew what were the signs of approaching Comets & impending natural catastrophes. The prophet Ezekiel describes the cherubim (Comet(s) with tails of plasma) as a tetrad of living creatures, each having four faces: one of a lion, a bull, an eagle, and a man; the stature and hands of a man, the feet of a calf, and four wings. Two of the wings extended upward, meeting above and sustaining the throne of God; while the other two stretched downward and covered the creatures themselves. They never turned, but went "straight forward" as the wheels of the cherubic chariot, and they were full of eyes "like burning coals of fire”… And described the Seraphim meaning burning angels or lightning. The Merkabah also describes a similar "fiery or throne chariot with horses which are Comets with plasma tails & maybe other meteorites or moon companions: Flames dart forth from the angels’ eyes surrounding the Throne-Chariot (planet/star the person controls); & they ride upon fiery horses (comp. Zech. vi. 1-8) and are armed with weapons of fire (hydrocarbons in the tails and lighting strikes/ plasma). The story of the prophet encountering ‘God’ (comets) spawned the merkavah mysticism, aptly named for the merkavah or chariot on which Ezekiel rode to the heavens (upon his death during the catastrophes?) Followers of this type of mysticism sought to recreate similar experiences and ascend into God’s realm.
More of the description of Ezekiel’s vision of phenomena accompanying the sightings of comets:

“And I looked up and saw a stormy wind came out of the north, a great cloud, with a fire flashing up, with brightness around it; out of the middle of the fire the colour was of electrum. And out of the midst came the likeness of four living creatures. And this was their appearance: they had the likeness of a man. And every one had four faces, and every one of them had four wings. And the sole of their feet was like the sole of a calf’s foot; and they sparkled like the colour of burnished brass. As for their faces, they looked like the face of a man; and they four had the face of a lion on the right side; and they four had the face of an ox on the left side; they four had also the face of an eagle. Their wings were stretched upward; two wings joined one to another, and two covered their bodies. They all went straight forward; following the spirit (main head of the comet?) Their appearance was like coals of fire, burning like the appearance of torches; fire flashed up and down among the living creatures; and there was brightness to the fire, and out of the fire went forth lightning. The creatures moved back and forth as lightning.

The appearance of the wheels and their work was like the colour of beryl (light green or bluish green); their appearance was as it were a wheel within a wheel. When they moved, they went toward their four sides without turning.

As for their rings or disks, they were high and they were dreadful; and they four had their rings full of eyes round about (like the many ‘eyes’ in the tails of comets with plasma discharges). The wheels moved with the creatures. The spirit of the living creature was in the wheels. And over the heads of the living creatures there was the firmament, the colour of the terrible ice. I heard the noise of their wings like the noise of great waters, a noise of tumult like the noise of a (host) comet. And above the firmament that was over their heads there was something like a throne, as the appearance of a sapphire stone; and upon the throne I saw fire that in the shape of a man. And around it there was a cloud like a rainbow.”
Other new age teachers proposed the achievement of a light body, like a caterpillar turning into a butterfly; and yet others, pretended to be the reincarnations of past rulers or gods; like Jose Arguelles who stated that he was the reincarnation of the Mayan Lord & demigod Pakal or K'inich Janaab' Pakal, who ruled after the dark ages were caused by the approach of several comets, including the approach of Venus & Mars after c. 531 AD. Arguelles took the original meaning of Tzolking Calendar, which was a record of Venus approaching back since 1500 BC and based on cycles of 50-52 (years but probably months) and made it into some kind of distorted mumbo-jumbo as happens with most all other ancient knowledge.

And let's not forget the promoted expectation of the good aliens coming to save us and pick us up in their space ships, before the world ends. The belief that we need someone to save us, has been engrained in our psyche for millennia.

In ancient & sacred texts, we find as I have discussed in several of my books, that ascension and the next world or the new world, has to do with comets, planetary & solar plasma discharges, catastrophes, mutations, famines, disease, mass migration of survivors; and new kingdoms or cultures appearing and disappearing as a result; and the rulers or patriarchs mentioned in the sacred texts that actually died during the comet sighting and then ALLEGEDLY transformed into the COMET, PLANET or STAR present at the time or soon after their deaths.

People were made to believe that embodying a Star or planet was a ‘higher more powerful state of being’ which also meant immortality. People seem to be afraid of either the thought of ‘ceasing to exist’ as a sentient being or the threat of hell or having to return to the Earth to repay their karma as punishment. Put in the words Christianity: ‘God’ will transform the fallen human race into a renewed human race and the present Earth into the New Earth. An Earth that won’t be ruined by tsunamis, floods, earthquakes and typhoons. And that accepting the messiah is the only way to salvation from having to keep suffering.
It is interesting to point that the most ancient Sanskrit texts never spoke of KARMA. Which was a concept created thousands of years afterwards.

I am also very suspicious that these moral or spiritual teachings and concepts of ‘god’ that looks like an old bearded man, have come from the ancient dysfunctional rulers that kept the true nature of the workings of nature & the universe in order to control and manipulate the masses they ruled over, and induced them to get involved in eternal wars with their enemies, and therefore creating all the secret or occult mystery schools.

I do believe in the natural laws of the universe and of the benefits of relaxation, meditation and contemplation. As well as being as compassionate, respectful and loving as possible, towards every living creature or thing. I believe in being true to myself & relying in my intuition and don’t really put too much value on other’s opinions about myself, specially if they are negative, because you can’t make everybody happy, just yourself. I do not know the answers of what awaits each one of us after death, or the reason & purpose the world is based on duality and why the large amount of suffering and confusion all life experiences on this planet. I believe that each one of us, must sit still and look within to find the answers to our questions; and to question everything we have been told and taught.

We seem to live in a very insane world, where natural catastrophes seem to be past of the process, and are hard to predict with exactitude, and our Universe is constantly changing and so are we. My advice is to be wary of the same tactics used in 2012 being repeated all over again. I have learned that in order to be able to find peace of mind, I can not rely on anyone or anything outside of myself, because that usually leads to some kind of disappointment. We all seem to be going through our own inner battles, trying to find comfort, happiness & contentment. I find that doing something I love, detachment & trying to be at peace with myself, and knowing that the only thing I really have control over are my thoughts, feelings and reactions, and that is the best I can do.
Greg Giles full statement:
Ascensionearth2012.org
Channeled Messages & their Link to Mind Control Programs
Hello everyone. I will be taking down this blog shortly in the days ahead as I do not want to see anyone else entrapped in the horrible U.S. government PSYOPS (psychological operations) program that had lured me into it’s trap some years ago and has refused release of it’s clench on me and my life. At this time, I am leaving this blog up simply to get this message out to the remaining visitors, and hope they will help share this message far and wide and reach those who have formally followed my work. (I have been unable to delete the associated content, as PSYOPS agents have successfully hacked this Blogger program.)
The so-called ‘channeled messages’ I received claiming to be from my soul family from the stars were in fact simple radio waves sent by U.S. government agents, allegedly from an agency of the U.S. Department of Defense or the U.S. intelligence community, working in concert with volunteers, many of which are secret society members who help propagate enormous numbers of hoaxed news stories of UFOs and related space news, building a backdrop for a PSYOPS program that lures science and spirituality-minded individuals such as myself into their web. This program, commonly referred to as electronic harassment, has destroyed my life completely and continues to devastate my life until this very day, but I am certainly not alone, as the number of victims, known as targeted individuals, or TI’s for short, grows exponentially each day.
The electronic harassment operators are relentless, showing little or no mercy, keeping me under total surveillance, tormenting me, torturing me, and attempting to reprogram my mind as I sleep, turning my dreams into nightmares, effectively altering my behaviour and free will choices as I continue through the mercifully final days of what was once my life. They have also in the past, and again very recently, scarred my body with their electromagnetic/microwave neuro-weapon technology in a successful effort to control and negate my relationship with a woman who is now gone from my life.
There is no recourse I have been able to uncover to shelter from this evil program. Their weaponry envelopes us and follows us everywhere, sharing space with cell phone towers all throughout the U.S. and the entire globe, soaking our airwaves with the digital information of their hellish nightmare. There exists endless documentation throughout the internet concerning government mind control programs and the technology used against the people, and it is advisable to familiarize yourself with this technology, as the spread of knowledge is our best and only defense against this despicable evil that will not stop until every last member of our society is a prisoner of his or her own altered mind. That is their sick and twisted plan – the construction of the dystopian nightmare forewarned by George Orwell throughout the pages of his prophetic Nineteen Eighty Four.

My advice to all is to stay clear of all these stories of UFOs, extraterrestrials, channeled messages, and psychic mediums speaking to the dead, as these fictitious news accounts and dubious television programs are a direct part of, or at the least, stand as compliment to, the hugely encompassing plan to desensitize and familiarize the public to synthetic telepathic communication, a simple but very effective feat of technology essential to mind control reprogramming. (I personally believe we come from somewhere in this universe and we are also not alone, but this is a subject matter useless and dangerous to explore at this present time, as a vast majority of the related news stories are complete hoaxes devised solely for use as backdrop for these mind control programs. I also feel there may be a number of differing programs, though all earthly conceived by human hoaxers, that list among their tools so-called channeled messages, and not all may conceal mind control at the heart of their agenda. I can only speak of the program of which I became an unsuspecting participant.)

I humbly and sincerely apologize to anyone and everyone who has followed my work as a so-called channel of the Galactic Federation and the Ashtar Command. There is no denying my complicity, and I accept full responsibility for my actions. Soon I will be judged by our true higher powers in this universe, and may God have mercy on my soul for helping
steer so many of you so far astray and into the clutches of this devilish, life destroying mind control program. I am forever truly sorry.

Greg Giles
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